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Abstract. We study the distribution of magnetic shear in an emerging flux region using the
high-resolution Hinode/SOT SP observations. The distribution of mean magnetic shear angle
across the active region shows large values near region of flux emergence i.e., in the mid-
dle of existing bipolar region and decreases while approaching the periphery of the active
region.
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1. Introduction
The non-potentiality of the magnetic field in solar active regions provides the free-

energy needed to fuel the energetic events like solar flares and CMEs. The non-potentiality
may result either due to the shearing motions of the footpoint or due to the emergence
of pre-stressed magnetic flux from the convection zone into the photosphere. The study
of magnetic flux emergence in active regions is therefore very important for understand-
ing the flaring activity. The high-quality vector magnetograms derived from spectro-
polarimetric (SP) observations by space-based Hinode Solar Optical Telescope (SOT)
(Tsuneta et al. 2008) are very useful for such studies. Although, the cadence of such SP
observations is not fast enough to capture the dynamic evolution of magnetic field. One
can, however, study the spatial distribution of magnetic non-potentiality in such active
regions.

One of the important parameters used to characterize the non-potentiality of the mag-
netic field is the magnetic shear angle (Hagyard et al. 1984). The magnetic shear angle
∆ψ is defined as the angle between the azimuths of the observed and the potential field
i.e., ∆ψ = ψo − ψp . The larger is the magnetic shear angle (henceforth MSA) more
non-potential is the magnetic field.

The distribution of MSA in an active region, which is going through flux emergence
process, is useful in order to understand the buildup of non-potentiality in active regions.
In the present paper we present results from such a study.

2. Observations and analysis methods
The magnetic flux was emerging in the middle of an existing bipolar region NOAA

10978, during 13 December 2007. Several thin elongated fibril structures were seen in the
region of flux emergence. These emerging flux tubes displace the photospheric plasma,
causing an appearance of diverging flow pattern. As the flux emergence progresses the
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Figure 1. The top panels show the longitudinal field map of the emerging flux region in NOAA
10978 during 13 December 2007. The bottom panels show the continuum intensity maps of this
region. The distribution of magnetic shear across the region is estimated by calculating the mean
shear angle inside rectangular boxes labeled 1 through 25. The variation of magnetic shear angle
across the region from boxes 1 to 25 is shown in figure 2.

foot points of the fibrils move apart and become more and more vertical and bundle
together to form sunspots.

The spectropolarimetric observations of this active region were obtained by the spec-
tropolarimeter instrument (Ichimoto et al. 2008) onboard Hinode space mission (Kosugi
et al. 2007). The magnetic field vector was derived by using a Stokes inversion code
called MERLIN (Lites et al. 2007). The code performs a non-linear least squares fit of
the observed Stokes profiles with theoretical Stokes profiles computed under the Milne-
Eddington model atmosphere assumptions.

The top panel of Figure 1 shows the longitudinal magnetic field map of this active
region at two different stages during its evolution. The small bipoles near the polarity
inversion line (PIL), with opposite polarity orientation as compared to the overall ac-
tive region polarity suggests the presence of undulatory U-loops. The bottom panel of
Figure 1 shows the continuum intensity maps of the active region. The typical features
of an emerging flux region, like elongated thin fibril like structures, can be clearly no-
ticed. We evaluate the variation of shear angle across the active region by computing
the mean shear angle within each of the rectangular box labeled 1–25. The boxes are
distributed along the bipolar axis of the active region so as to get spatial profile of shear
across the active region. We remove the tilt of the active region by rotating the map
so that the bipolar axis is horizontal. The bipolar axis is computed by joining the cen-
troid of the longitudinal flux in either polarity of the active region. The shear angle is
computed for each pixel of the map and is averaged inside each of the box 1–25. The
plot in Figure 2 shows the distribution of mean magnetic shear angle across the active
region.
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Figure 2. The left and right panels show the distribution of magnetic shear angle across the
active region at two different times during 13 December 2007. The abscissa shows the box
number and the ordinate shows the mean shear angle inside the corresponding box.

3. Results and discussions
It can be seen from Figure 2 that the mean shear angle is not uniformly distributed

across the active region. The mean shear angle is higher in the central portion of the
active region where the flux tubes emerge. The peak value of the shear angle in the
central portion is about 30–35 degrees, while at the periphery it is about 25 degrees. The
pattern persists during the two time intervals which are separated by about six hours as
shown in Figure 1.

These observations show that the magnetic field in the middle portion of the emerging
flux region consists of the largest amount of non-potentiality. The present results obtained
with the high-resolution and high-sensitive polarimetry put shear distribution studies on
a firm footing. Similar results were obtained by Schmieder et al. (1996) for NOAA 6718
where the comparison of coronal field structure with linear force-free field computation
yielded a differential magnetic field shear model. The present observations support their
argument that the decreased shear in the outer portions of the active region is probably
due to continual relaxation of the magnetic field to lower energy state in the older portions
of the active region. In future we plan to carry out a similar analysis of magnetic shear in
decaying or dormant active regions to see how different the pattern appears as compared
to the emerging flux regions.
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